A prospective, observational audit of failed regional anaesthesia in 4085 caesarean sections at a tertiary care hospital
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Abstract
Introduction: A prospective observational study was conducted in 4085 caesarean sections performed under Regional anaesthesia (RA) from February 2014 to January 2017 in tertiary care centre. The incidence and various contributing factors leading to total or partial failure of RA and the conversion rate to GA were determined.

Materials and Methods: All parturients posted for elective or emergency caesarean section received 10-12 mg 0.5% of hyperbaric bupivacaine added to 25 µg of inj. Fentanyl, administered through a 25-27G Whitacre needle. A structured proforma was prepared to note the demographic data, type of RA, insertion position, position after insertion, local anesthetic volume, loss of sensation to pin prick and grade of motor block.

Results: In this 3 year period 4085 CS were performed, out of which 4054 (99.27%) were conducted under RA, [4034 (99.5%) under spinal anesthesia, 14 (0.34%) under CSE and 6 (0.14%) under epidural]. 30 (0.73%) cases received GA primarily, the incidence of conversion rate from neuroaxial anesthesia to GA was 100 (2.5%) out of which 1.77% were of elective surgery and 3.1% were in emergency surgery. Partial failure occurred in 1.68% and complete failure in 0.79% patients. Spinal failure occurred due to anesthetic factors like early start of surgery, before establishment of adequate block, inadequate dose of LA, inappropriate recording of block, ineffective batch of drug and technical or surgical factors.

Conclusion: Minimizing the incidence of block failure requires close attention to minute details.
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Introduction
Regional anaesthesia is preferred in obstetric cases, as it is safer than general anaesthesia.1 Spinal anaesthesia is one of the most reliable regional technique with minimum risk of failure,2 insertion of needle is relatively easy and straightforward and CSF provides a clear indication of successful placement. There is rapid onset of drugs action and excellent anaesthesia,3 along with the cheaper cost of spinal anaesthesia compared to epidural technique is another reason for its increasing use. However spinal anaesthesia is not without complications. One disadvantage of it is the possibility of failed spinal block.4 At times when despite easy insertion and drug administration there may be no block or inadequate block. Inadequacy may relate to extent quality or duration of local anesthetic agent.5 Failed spinal anaesthesia (FSA) is defined as partial or incomplete spinal block requiring supplemental analgesia or conversion to general anaesthesia.6 Objective outcome include conversion to general anaesthesia, conversion to any different form of anaesthesia or pain during surgery.6-8 According to Royal College of Anaesthesiologist (RCA)9 for the obstetric anaesthetic practice acceptable conversion rate should be less than 1% for elective caesarean section (CS) and less than 3% for emergency CS. Inadequate block can lead to grave intra operative complications, hence the anesthesiologist must be aware of all possible causes of failure so as to minimize the risk.

Aims of Study
Primary outcome measures included identification of incidence of failed RA block and Secondary outcome measures to identify the risk factors contributing to the failure.

Materials and Methods
This study was conducted in Dept. of Anaesthesia, Geetanjali Medical College and Hospital, Udaipur, after approval from institutional ethical committee. It was a three year observational study from February 2014 to January 2017. All the parturients undergoing caesarean section were included in the study.

Method of regional anaesthesia (RA) was in the form of spinal, epidural and combined spinal epidural technique. Partial failure was defined as when a single dose of analgesic drug or a small dose of I.V. induction agent used to supplement RA. When RA was converted to complete general anaesthesia with intubation or repeat spinal was given then it was termed as complete failure. Regional blocks were performed by anesthesiologist. After thorough preanesthetic evaluation and consent an 18 G I.V. cannula was inserted and I.V. fluid (Ringer Lactate) started. Standard monitoring included non-invasive blood
pressure, pulse oximetry and ECG. RA block was given with full aseptic precautions preferably under left lateral position at L3-L4/ L4-L5 interspace as per decision of attending anaesthesiologist.

Subarachnoid block was given with 25 G/ 27G Whitacre needle. A free flowing clear CSF was confirmed and 10-12 mg of injection bupivacaine heavy 0.5% with 25 µg inj. Fentanyl was injected into intrathecal space. Gauge of spinal needle and drug doses were changed according to the patient weight and height. Epidural block was performed using 18 G Touhy needle. 15-20 ml of 2% lidocaine was given in epidural space, either single shot or as an epidural extension in already placed catheter for labour analgesia. CSE was given by 27 G Whitacre spinal needle inserted via 18 G Touhy epidural needle and 1.5 ml (7.5 mg) bupivacaine heavy 0.5% with 25 µg fentanyl was given in subarachnoid space followed by epidural extension with 5 ml of normal saline.

After performing the block, the patient was placed in supine position and wedge under right buttock was placed. Level of sensory blockage was assessed by loss of sensation to pin prick. Bromage score was used to assess motor block. Surgery was allowed when there was loss of pin prick sensation upto the level of T5. If T5 level was not achieved even after 10 mins of spinal/ CSE or 15 mins of epidural block further steps were taken, depending on whether it was a partial or complete failure of block. When sensory level was below T10, it was complete failure and managed with general anesthesia with intubation or repeat spinal depending upon the situation at that time. When sensory level was < T5 to T10 it was partial failure and supplemental analgesia was given.

A structured proforma was prepared to note the demographic data, type of RA, insertion position, position after insertion, local anesthetic volume, loss of sensation to pinprick and grade of motor block. Caesarean section either emergency or elective with any associated medical illness were also recorded. Emergency and elective cases classified according to category 1 to 4 in which 1 and 2 were taken as Emergency and 3-4 were elective.

**Statistical Analysis**

Student ‘t’ test and chi square test was used to analyze the predisposing factors related to failure of block. P<0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

**Results and Observations**

We observed overall failure rate in spinal anesthesia cases which was 2.5% (100/4034 cases). No failure was observed in CSE and Epidural anesthesia which might be because of less number of cases. Partial failure was observed in 1.68% (68/4034) and complete failure in 0.79% (32/4034). 24/4034 (0.59%) were converted into GA and repeat spinal was given to 8 (0.11%) patients only.

Incidence of Caesarian Section and Failure of Regional Anaesthesia is shown in Flowchart 1 and Fig. 1.

In our study 97% of emergency caesarean section and 99% of elective caesarean section were carried out under RA. Failure of RA in Emergency cases was 3.1% while it was 1.77% in Elective cases. (Table 1).

Sensory level of SAB was below T10 in 32/4034 (0.79%) cases and all had complete failure. In all cases of partial failure sensory level of SAB was observed between T5 to T10 (Fig. 2).

Possible risk factors found in our audit were Urgency of surgery, ineffective drug action, inactive local anaesthetic solution, inappropriate recording of block, failure of correct positioning, lack of free flow of CSF, surgical causes and other (Table 2).
Flowchart 1: Incidence of Caesarian Section and Failure of Regional Anaesthesia

Table 1: Best Practice in Our Institute

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Emergency (Cat I &amp; II)</th>
<th>Elective (Cat III &amp; IV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS carried out with RA</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure of RA</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>1.77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Incidence of Failure of Regional Anaesthesia
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Discussion

Regional anaesthesia is a boon for obstetric surgeries as there is a dramatic decrease in the incidence of maternal mortality with increasing use of neuraxial anaesthesia. Although spinal anaesthesia has many advantages but in case of failed spinal it is very distressing for patient and anesthesiologist. There are several reports of failed spinal in literature.\(^1^2\)\(^-\)\(^4\) The incidence of which vary in different studies.

This prospective observational study investigated the incidence and characteristics of failed regional anaesthesia and its further management. The identification of potential risk factors for block could help the anesthetist to ensure a more successful block. During 3 year study period, 4085/18739 (21.8%) caesarean deliveries were conducted [2451(60%)-emergency, 1634(40%)-elective]. The proportion of caesarean section performed under regional anaesthesia has greatly increased in the last two decades. The percentage use of general anaesthesia for caesarean section has become a marker of quality of obstetric anaesthetic practice.\(^10,11\)

In present audit out of 4085 caesarean section 4054 (99.27%) were carried out under regional anaesthesia. The Royal College of Anesthesiologist in United Kingdom has proposed that >95% of elective caesarean section and >85% of emergency CS should be under RA and conversion rate to general anaesthesia (GA) should be <3% for emergency and <1% for elective cases. In present audit, overall failure was 100/4054 (2.46%), which is in accordance with Royal College of Anesthesiologist standards.\(^9\)

Reide et al (2008)\(^12\) found an average conversion rates from regional to general anesthesia as 38% for emergency and 0.8% for elective CS (Epidural > CSE > Spinal). They suggested a greater conversion rate with CSE than spinal for emergency cases but not for elective CS. In our study though no failure was observed in epidural (n=6) and CSE (n=12), but it cannot be concluded that epidural and CSE have lower failure rate because of such a small sample size. Rafi et al (2010)\(^13\) showed similar results. Kinsella et al (2008)\(^14\) observed incidence of failure 0.8% for elective CS and 4.9% for emergency CS. Range of failure of regional anesthesia was found variable in prospective and retrospective studies because of broader definition of failure. In our study, out of 100 failed cases, 68 patients of partial failure were managed with
supplemental inj. Fentanyl I.V / inj. Ketamine alone or in combination with inj. Propofol according to severity of pain. Out of 32 cases of complete failure, inadequate anesthesia was diagnosed in 8 cases, in which repeat spinal with identical or lower dose of LA agents were given. A second dose may be too small, again resulting in an inadequate sensory level or too large leading to high level of anesthesia.\(^{15}\) However, no such complication was observed in present study.

In this study early start of surgery before establishment of adequate block was responsible for 32 cases of failure and this was a statistically significant reason for partial failure (27/32, 84.37\%). In these partial failure cases sensory level was T10 to T8 and required single dose of analgesic supplemented as above. In remaining 5 cases of complete failure sensory level was achieved upto T10 even after 10 mins. Kinsella et al (2008) mentioned that inadequate pre-operative block was associated with increased risk of intraoperative failure and in cases where the surgery had started in presence of inadequate block because of urgency, the failure rate was 20%.

Fettes et al (2009) described that the possible mechanism of failure of spinal anesthesia could be considered in five phases in sequence: problem with lumbar puncture, solution injection, spreading of drug through CSF, drug action on spinal nerve root, cord and subsequent patient management.

In present study difficulty in lumbar puncture was attributed to difficulty in patient position in 15% patients. Abnormalities of spine, obesity, patient’s anxiety make correct positioning and needle insertion difficult.

The lack of free flow of CSF was attributed for failure in 9% cases. Increased incidence of failure had been recorded when injection of LA was made in the absence of free flow of CSF.\(^{16}\) Ineffective drug action was attributed to inadequate dose and baricity,\(^{17}\) which resulted in Ten percent cases of failure were because of this. In fact, the chemical stability of the amide drugs and modern standards of pharmaceutical manufacture mean that drug inactivity is most unlikely cause, but it remains a possibility which has to be eliminated.\(^{2}\)

Inappropriate recording of block was observed statistically significant in present study. This is because of low literacy rate of rural population in our area. There were two cases of CS in which adhesions were more, which required more manipulation during surgery, which resulted in pain and discomfort to patient. One patient was relieved with I.V. supplement, but another patient required GA with intubation for complete relaxation. Singh et al\(^{15}\) (2009) found that postpartum sterilization was an independent factor associated with need for I.V. fentanyl and entonox supplementation while adhesions were described as reason for total failure.

In present study we couldn't find any reason for failure in 2 cases. Demographic data were not found to be significant in our study.

Purva et al (2012)\(^{19}\) described common reasons for failure which included staff inexperience, obstetric preference for GA, high number of maternal request for GA, especially in ethnic minority women, misclassifying urgency, poor selection of RA type in complex cases, and inappropriate recording of block.

Kinsella et al (2008) described that type of anesthesia, operative urgency, BMI, no previous caesarean and indication for cesarean section as acute fetal distress or maternal medical condition were related with preoperative failure, whereas inadequacy of preoperative anesthetic block and duration of surgery beyond 90 min were important risk factors for intraoperative failure.

**Conclusion**

Spinal anesthesia is safe, simple and reliable technique but failure can occur at any time by any anesthesiologist, no matter how experienced. Failure can be minimized by proper evaluation of patient anatomy related to procedure, proper storage of anesthetic agents, appropriate selection of dose alongwith correct positioning during puncture and immediately after the administration until it is fixed to the tissue.

We conclude that most common cause of failure of RA during CS are urgency of surgery, and inappropriate recording of block. Minimizing the incidence of failure is obviously a prerequisite for gaining the benefits of spinal anaesthesia. Identifying avoidable cause of inadequate block help to minimize incidence of failure.
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